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YOUR “VALUE CHAIN” OF INNOVATION
We map our support options along your steps exploring new topics

Awareness 1 2

4 5

You want to understand a topic
like AI or Automation. 

We support with: 

Planning

Implementation Maintainance

Training
Awareness Workshops

You want to get started and
need advise and an approach. 

We support with: 
1-Off Sessions
12-weeks advisory package
Tailored Solutions

You want to test your ideas
with an MVP or Pilot. 

We support with: 
MVP Development
Pilot Support
Bot Development

You need a partner to scale and
accelerate your work.

We support with: 

Bespoke Development
Staff Augementation 

Your solution is in place and you
look for efficiencies and quality.

We support with:

Cost efficient Maintenance
Quality Processes



You know that the level of knowledge and understanding about  emerging

technologies, what they can do, what they cannot do, what the risks are and how

to get started, are a key prerequisite for any next steps. 

We help you and your team to get up-to-speed and to lay an experienced-based

foundation about GenerativeAI and other technologies. 

There are a few options how we can work together from standardised workshops

to tailored programs. 

Without this, you risk to fail or at least fall significantly behind

Our clients get this “a-ha” moment, “doors open”, thinking becomes more creative

and the excitement for positive change goes up. 

Get in touch with us to discuss the best first step for you! 

Awareness / Knoweldge1



You might know the famous quote “If You Fail to Plan, You Are Planning to Fail”.    

And still a lot of companies dabble and do not have a cohesive plan and waste

valuable resources - both money and more importantly people time.  

We help you and your team to work through the various scenarios and come up

with an action plan and / or our 3A-Roadmap. 

We can work together in a “one-off” way, over a specific period of time (like 12

weeks) or on a more permanent basis as an advisor and part of your board.  

Without a plan, actions are random and more expensive than necessary. 

Our clients gain clarity and momentum which helps with the AI-powered, human-

centric transformation. 

Get in touch with us to discuss the best first step for you! 

Planning2



How do we know that it is working without investing a fortune? Most likely, you

have made your experiences in investing a lot of money just to figure out if and

idea works or not. Time and money often wasted.  

We help you and your team to build a pilot for the solution or a so-called MVP

(minimal viable product) to quickly test acceptance and limitations.  

Our approach is to keep the investment to a minimum by tapping into No-Code /

Low-Code solutions supported by AI and in combination with “real coders”. This

still requires that we closely together.   

Don’t make your pilot or MVP a place where you sink your resources. 

Our clients are excited about the speed and quality of the development, so they

can move on to implement what actually works.

Get in touch with us to discuss your needs and next step!

Pilot3



You know of countless examples how an implementation can go wrong and how

much money this can cost. And you probably know often things take longer

because of resource constraints that are not easily solvable.  

We help you and your team to come up with the most adequate implementation

approach.   

We can either augment your team with quality resources or we can take over parts

or the complete implementation. It is up to you to determine how much you can

and want to do in-house. And of course, we always work closely together.   

An implementation does not need to cause nightmares. 

Our clients are happy to have a flexible partner that supports the advancement of

the solution in a flexible and agile way.  

Get in touch with us to discuss your situation!

Implementation4



You know that it is not over when it over. It only starts. And it cost resources,

resources that could be utilised somewhere else, too.   

We can look after the solutions at a cost effective way and free up your in-house

resources for the next innovation.    

We work with you on a transition plan - either of the solution we have developed

together or for an already existing solution. This due-diligence leads to a mutual

agreement. And you always have a point-of-contact who looks after you.    

Running  systems can be something that feels as if it does not add value. 

Our clients are happy to have a flexible partner that can look after them in their

various scenarios in a flexible and agile way.  

Get in touch with us to discuss your situation!

Maintenance5


